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Heat of the Moment
Spitzer tracks exoplanet’s wild temperature swings

In the past 14 years we have found many planets 
orbiting other stars in our galaxy…



What have we learned about exoplanets?
Highly active, and rapidly changing, field

2000: 29 exoplanets
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What have we learned about exoplanets?
Highly active, and rapidly changing, field

2000: 29 exoplanets

Up-to-date summary at
http://www.exoplanets.org

Now finding less massive planets 
further from their parent star

2005: 136 exoplanets



Exoplanets are ‘drowned out’ by their parent 
star. Impossible to image directly with current 
telescopes (~10m mirrors)…

Keck telescopes
on Mauna Kea,
Hawaii



Exoplanets are ‘drowned out’ by their parent 
star. Impossible to image directly with current 
telescopes (~10m mirrors)

Need OWL telescope:
100m mirror
Completed ????

‘Jupiter’ at 30 l.y.

100m





1. How can we detect extra-solar planets?

They cause their parent star to ‘wobble’, as 
they orbit their common centre of gravity 
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orbit about centre of 
mass
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Star + planet in circular 
orbit about centre of 
mass

Can see star ‘wobble’, 
even when planet is 
unseen.

But how large is the 
wobble?…



Star + planet in circular 
orbit about centre of 
mass

Can see star ‘wobble’, 
even when planet is 
unseen.

But how large is the 
wobble?…

e.g. ‘Jupiter’ at 30 l.y.

= one three millionth
of the width of the 
Full Moon !!! 



The Sun’s “wobble”, mainly due to Jupiter, seen from 
30 light years away = width of a 5p piece in Baghdad!

Detectable routinely 
with SIM

(launch date ????) 
but not currently



Suppose line of sight is in 
orbital plane

Direction 
to Earth



Direction 
to Earth

Suppose line of sight is in 
orbital plane

Star has a periodic motion 
towards and away from
Earth



SpectroscopySpectroscopy



Electron orbiting nucleus of 
atom absorbs light of the 
precise energy needed to make 
it jump to higher energy level.
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Electron orbiting nucleus of 
atom absorbs light of the 
precise energy needed to make 
it jump to higher energy level.

Absorption Spectrum

This energy is now missing from 
the spectrum of light:

Dark Absorption Line



Star

Laboratory



Stellar spectra are 
observed using prisms 
or diffraction gratings, 
which disperse starlight 
into its constituent 
colours 
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Stellar spectra are 
observed using prisms 
or diffraction gratings, 
which disperse starlight 
into its constituent 
colours 

Doppler formula

Wavelength of light as 
measured in the laboratory

Change in 
wavelength

Radial 
velocity

Speed 
of light



Limits of current technology:
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Stellar spectra are 
observed using prisms 
or diffraction gratings, 
which disperse starlight 
into its constituent 
colours 

Doppler formula

Wavelength of light as 
measured in the laboratory

Change in 
wavelength

Radial 
velocity

Speed 
of light
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51 Peg – the first new planet
Discovered in 1995

Doppler wobble
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Transit of Mercury: May 7th 2003

In recent years a growing number of exoplanets have been detected via  
transits =  temporary drop in brightness of parent star as the planet 
crosses the star’s disk along our line of sight. 





Detecting exoplanets from transits

Brightness

Time

Star

Planet





Suppose line of sight is in 
orbital plane

Direction 
to Earth



The Doppler ‘wobble’ method can’t 
tell us how inclined the planet’s orbit 
is.  That limits what we can say about 
its mass.

Line of sight to Earth



By combining (ground-based) 
Doppler ‘wobble’ measurements 
with precision HST astrometric
measurements of the position of 
the star on the sky, we can tell the 
difference between a highly 
inclined orbit and one which is lies 
along our line of sight to the star.

This lets us improve our mass 
determination for the planet…. 
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By combining (ground-based) 
Doppler ‘wobble’ measurements 
with precision HST astrometric
measurements of the position of 
the star on the sky, we can tell the 
difference between a highly 
inclined orbit and one which is lies 
along our line of sight to the star.

This lets us improve our mass 
determination for the planet….

…And sometimes lets us work out 
that it isn’t a planet at all! 



“It’s life, Jim, 
but not as we 
know it…”



“It’s life, Jim, 
and just as we 
know it…”



Water

Oxygen

Carbon
Dioxide



3. Could some of those planets be like the Earth?



KeplerKepler

Launch:  March 5th 2009









Another method for finding planets is  gravitational lensing

The physics behind this method is based on Einstein’s General Theory of 
Relativity,  which predicts that gravity bends light, because gravity causes 
spacetime to be curved.

This was one of the first 
experiments to test GR: 
Arthur Eddington’s 1919 
observations of a total 
solar eclipse.



Another method for finding planets is  gravitational lensing

The physics behind this method is based on Einstein’s General Theory of 
Relativity,  which predicts that gravity bends light, because gravity causes 
spacetime to be curved.

This was one of the first 
experiments to test GR: 
Arthur Eddington’s 1919 
observations of a total 
solar eclipse.

“He was one of the finest people I have ever known…but he 
didn’t really understand physics because, during the eclipse of 
1919 he stayed up all night to see if it would confirm the bending 
of light by the gravitational field.  If he had really understood 
general relativity he would have gone to bed the way I did”

Einstein, on Max Planck

GR passed GR passed 
the test!the test!



Another method for finding planets is  gravitational lensing

If some massive object passes between us and a background light source, it can 
bend and focus the light from the source, producing multiple, distorted images.
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Another method for finding planets is  gravitational lensing

If some massive object passes between us and a background light source, it can 
bend and focus the light from the source, producing multiple, distorted images.

Multiple images of the same background quasar, lensed by a foreground spiral galaxy



Even if the multiple images are too close together to be resolved separately, 
they will still make the background source appear (temporarily) brighter.



Background stars

Gravitational lens

Lens’ gravity focuses the 
light of the background star 
on the Earth

So the background star 
briefly appears brighter



Even if the multiple images are too close together to be resolved separately, 
they will still make the background source appear (temporarily) brighter.

We call this case  gravitational microlensing.  We can plot a light curve showing 
how the brightness of the background source changes with time.

Time

The shape of the 
curve tells about 
the mass and 
position of the 
object which 
does the lensing



Even if the multiple images are too close together to be resolved separately, 
they will still make the background source appear (temporarily) brighter.

We call this case  gravitational microlensing.  We can plot a light curve showing 
how the brightness of the background source changes with time.

If the lensing star
has a planet which also
passes exactly between
us and the background
source, then the light
curve will show a second
peak.

Even low mass planets can
produce a high peak (but for
a short time,  and we only
observe it once…)

Could in principle detect Earth mass planets!  



Gravitational microlensing satellite?      Launch date ????
Could detect mars-mass planets

Looking to the Future 

Jan 2006:   ground-based detection of a 5 Earth-mass
planet via microlensing
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